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Expert Vision: J. Horace McFarland in 
the Woods
And then the “Nature” fi end, with high-brow talk
Of “aerial perspective” and of “luminous shadows.”
Seeing a photographic masterpiece
In every winding country-road.1
WHEN HE LECTURED BEFORE public audiences in the 1910s, American Civic Association (ACA) president J. Horace McFarland liked to talk about a recurring scene from his pro-
fessional life. In the scene, McFarland sat at his offi ce desk in Harrisburg, 
drafting memos to fellow City Beautiful reformers, reading legislative 
reports concerning scenic preservation, and meeting with his many visi-
tors. All the while, his eyes fl itted to the photographs on his offi ce walls, 
images of wild scenery that he had taken on trips into the mountains of 
northern Pennsylvania. The noise and motion of the city dropped away 
when he looked at the trees, streams, and distant ridges. The sudden still-
ness of the offi ce and the crispness of the photos carried him out of the 
capital and into the wild. No, he could not make the trip just yet. He was 
needed in the city, and so the woods must wait.
This compromise became a defi ning vision for McFarland in the fi rst 
three decades of the twentieth century, despite the fact that he was hardly 
a prisoner in Harrisburg. He enjoyed the company of an active circle of 
friends and colleagues. He found places of great natural beauty in the city’s 
parks, in the renovated riverfront, and in his own garden fi lled with roses 
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and peonies. Yet it served his interests to present himself as biding his time 
while gazing at framed mountain scenes. The idea of an urban professional 
pursuing his life’s work, while constantly hemmed in by the white-collar 
world, was central to his script. Yes, he found ways to break out. As he 
reminded those assembled at a forestry conference in 1929, state highways 
allowed him to work in the morning, eat lunch at home, and still savor 
the “solemn shade” of the wild before dinner. Likewise, when he relocated 
for weeks of leisure in the mountain resort of Eagles Mere, in Sullivan 
County, McFarland knew that he could return quickly to Harrisburg if 
need be. Sequestering oneself in the mountains was a delight, yet a man 
like McFarland could not simply abandon professional duties. He encour-
aged businessmen to take their families, noting that patriarchs could work 
in New York or Philadelphia in the week and steal away on the weekend. 
He needed the city, he loved the city, and yet he spoke often about fl eeing 
from it.2
McFarland’s rhetorical sleight-of-hand was part of his effort over 
several decades to convince others that he had the credentials to guide 
them in thinking about nature. Although he became quite well known 
during this period, he was a rather unremarkable scenery advocate. His 
pronouncements on preservation and aesthetics echoed the insights of 
contemporaries who wrote for the popular press or coordinated their ener-
gies through local clubs. His boosterism was on par with that of a slew of 
individuals who promoted various resort destinations and getaway spots. 
He was an exemplary elite man of his era, right down to his disdain for hot 
dog stands. In terms of his public life, McFarland’s defi ning characteristic 
was his drive to be a tastemaker and someone recognized as in the know. 
McFarland’s career is a case study in the invention of expertise—an exper-
tise wielded in the name of reserving places like Eagles Mere for aesthetic 
uses. The back-and-forth between the mountains and the city was the 
heart of his outdoor knowledge. For an audience of city and town residents 
linked by the era’s religious, civic, and commercial institutions, McFarland 
offered a vision of nature that was always mediated by technologies of per-
spective and access. To him, cars were a functional way to reach the moun-
tains and the platforms from which city dwellers made the transition into 
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wild settings. Cameras were both a useful means of recording scenes for 
later recollection and devices to train aesthetic experiences. Through these 
technologies he translated the mountain woods for an urban, middle-class 
audience.
Historians have studied turn-of-the-century outdoor promotion closely, and 
they have generally concluded that the elitism endemic to these efforts 
mark the preservation and conservation movements as two more exam-
ples of the Progressive quest for control over the world. Comfortable city 
dwellers felt authenticity slipping from their lives, so they reached out to 
undeveloped hinterlands or distant forests to capture a sense of purpose. 
This process, scholars stress, created a strict dichotomy between the natural 
and the unnatural. It has been almost two decades since William Cronon 
pointed out the harm of this lingering valorization of distant, human-free 
wilderness at the expense of the everyday coupling of people and their 
environments. Expending time and effort to save the pristine mountain 
peak with its virgin forest runs the risk of neglecting the urbanized and 
commercialized, yet still natural, worlds in which many environmentalists 
live. There is wildness all around us, Cronon cautioned, “if we only have 
eyes to see it.”3
McFarland’s example suggests that the creation of a wilderness aes-
thetic was not just a power play used to control mountain forests but also 
a strategic move within the handful of professions that collided to form 
environmental advocacy campaigns. He was a public relations strategist 
before such a position formally existed. In their study of PR efforts in the 
decades before the organized profession emerged, Margot Lamme and 
Karen Russell found that social reformers, religious leaders, and govern-
ment offi cials all used the techniques that would eventually become the 
bedrock of corporate PR departments. Across time and place, note Lamme 
and Russell, the motivation behind such work was either to make money, 
to recruit members, to establish legitimacy, to rally voters or consumers 
against something, or to advocate for something. Much of the history of 
environmental reform in the United States has understood advocacy as 
the prime motivation for outreach, while paying little attention to Lamme 
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and Russell’s third function: PR’s effect of vouching for the expertise of 
those involved. McFarland was often an overt activist, but even when he 
was not endorsing a specifi c policy or appropriation, he relied on others 
adopting his way of seeing. His authority was not a given, especially within 
the specialist circles of botany, photography, and forestry—he had to earn 
it slowly, adapting his experience in the publishing and promotion trade to 
the business of telling others how to experience the outdoors.4
My focus on the means of McFarland’s authority complements the 
history of the environmental movement. Since Cronon’s call for a more 
explicit recognition of the politics of wilderness, historians have attempted 
to show evidence of both the wild in the city and the city in the wild. 
Some have called for recognition of a continuum of outdoor promotion 
and reform movements, in which nature and culture were always present 
but in varying degrees. Examining McFarland’s cultivation of expertise 
can help us see the hybridity at play in the outdoor promotion work that 
occupied much of his professional life between 1900 and 1925. If he was a 
star of the cultural elite, he was a nervous star; he did not assume that he 
had an automatic audience willing to listen. Instead, he relied on a type of 
expertise that stressed practical experience in the woods. The self-styling 
of expertise was certainly a manifestation of cultural elitism, but the tech-
niques with which McFarland tried to secure his expert status are worthy 
of close attention.5
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McFarland legitimized his views of the wild by adapting a series of 
skills that he fi rst used in the city. First, he applied techniques of spatial 
reform and beautifi cation to structure experiences for city dwellers who 
were unaccustomed to the highlands. He took the serious business of land-
scape (and social) engineering and bent it to the recreation needs of urban-
ites. Second, he recast his lifelong zeal for automotive and photographic 
technology, creating a way for amateurs to experience the mediated wild. 
He seized these tools of leisure to develop a system of contemplating the 
outdoors. McFarland worked to establish his expertise in both aesthetic 
appreciation of nature and technical mastery of the newest means of 
engaging with it. All the while, he staked a claim to these forms of exper-
tise through tales of his excursions on wheels and on foot several hours 
north of the capital.
The Lobbyist
McFarland was born in the central Pennsylvania town of McAlisterville 
in 1859. His father, a nursery owner and printer, published what McFarland 
later called a “belligerent temperance weekly.” The economics of the print-
ing business caught the youth’s attention early, and by the age of twenty he 
combined his father’s pursuits, becoming a printer “for nurserymen, fl orists, 
and seedsmen.” His business, Mt. Pleasant Press, was lucrative enough to 
fund his passions for travel and photography and incorporate him into the 
capital’s cross-pollinating civic, commercial, and cultural elite. McFarland 
studied plants avidly, having joined Pennsylvania’s horticulture society in 
1881. He published his fi rst wave of articles on horticulture at the turn 
of the century, becoming Outlook magazine’s plant and tree writer. His 
contributions to Outlook led to the publication of Getting Acquainted with 
the Trees in 1904. In the same year, he began a three-year stint writing the 
monthly “Beautiful America” column for the Ladies’ Home Journal. He was 
a popularizer in print and a schmoozer in person, meeting as many people 
as he could. His knowledge of the printing industry led him into both 
business partnerships that spanned the nation and into regular speaking 
engagements. He referred to his various publishing interests as “construc-
tors of catalogues and builders of business.” In 1911, he taught students 
in Harvard Business School’s Technique of Printing course. His glowing 
endorsements of printing devices and instructional guides appeared often 
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in the trade press. By the time he was fi fty, he had established himself as a 
reliable authority in multiple facets of life.6
McFarland was a major player in a fairly small circle of beauty advocates 
in central Pennsylvania, and it would have surprised few of his friends and 
acquaintances that he took a leading role in the Harrisburg beautifi cation 
campaign that emerged in late 1900. When the political effort made great 
local strides, McFarland wrote about its victories for a national readership 
eager to apply his model. His highly visible position in the movement 
allowed him to climb the swelling ranks of city reformers. To accompany 
his high standing in the printing industry, he made his second professional 
name as the president of the ACA, a position that he attained in 1904 and 
held for the next two decades. His leadership of the ACA marked him as 
the most visible of what historian William Wilson labeled the “organized, 
dedicated, and informed laymen” who drove the City Beautiful movement. 
McFarland was the consummate publicist, speaking before audiences big 
and small and writing columns in any magazine, journal, or newsletter that 
would have him. By the time of his death in 1948, he was best known for 
his campaign to save the scenery of Niagara Falls from industrial develop-
ment, and for his lifelong promotion of roses.7
McFarland’s presidency of the ACA made him a national leader of the 
aesthetic wing of the conservation movement, steeped in what historian 
Jon Peterson considered its “genteel aestheticism and its sublime faith in 
the all-knowing expert.” His emphasis on aesthetics drew criticism from 
self-described utilitarian conservationists. Yet, when he argued for scenic 
preservation in the early twentieth century, he did so in ways that were 
absolutely pragmatic and unquestionably strategic. McFarland embod-
ied what historian Kevin Armitage has called the “multitudinous cultural 
complexities of the conservation movement.” He worked both the halls 
of government and the crowds at civic clubs. He used his position in the 
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ACA to speak to municipal offi cials and business groups about conserva-
tion on their terms and positioned himself as their ally. When he cam-
paigned against the aesthetic blight of hot dog stands along city streets, 
he encouraged thoughtful simplicity in the design of the shacks. More 
appealing stands would not only harmonize with their surroundings but 
also bring in more customers. Instead of advocating for the abolition of 
billboards, “a sort of fungus on the body politic,” he pushed for the estab-
lishment of dedicated commercial corridors with a lower speed limit. The 
landscape and the “signscape” could coexist, he reasoned, as long as adver-
tisers realized the damage they did to sales. If they limited their exposure, 
they would turn more heads and make more money. Everyone would win.8
In other words, McFarland was an adept lobbyist, always considering 
what he wanted to gain in light of what people in power wanted to hear. 
He was not alone in these talents; the geographer Terence Young observed 
that when the ACA focused on a given issue, its “well-positioned mem-
bers, who knew how to effect change, quickly sought out and organized 
local support.” McFarland told anyone who would listen that if only gov-
ernment offi cials viewed outdoor scenery as a “productive resource,” the 
United States might compete with Europe for the “millions of beauty travel.” 
He likewise targeted middle-class audiences by turning spatial reform into 
a prescription to save cities and stave off class confl ict. His column in the 
Ladies’ Home Journal was a frequent source of prodding; he encouraged 
readers to do everything from cleaning up their backyards and planting 
fl owers to joining local reform clubs. He promoted the “direct economic 
effect of suggestion and environment” as a way to keep urban mobs in 
check. If white-collar urbanites refused to bankroll the repair of their cities 
to defl ect crowding and labor confl ict, they risked losing their privilege to 
a class war. “Parks are cheaper than policemen,” he observed, and he saw 
adding green spaces to cities as a fi rst step in reform. But it would be a fi rst 
step only. The public was well intentioned, he reasoned, but it needed to be 
mobilized. His favorite tools were fl attery and an overwhelming amount 
of supportive detail. He applauded Harrisburg’s beautifi cation campaign 
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in 1901 and 1902 as a masterful use of local media. When the campaign 
started, he wrote in the World’s Work, “each of the three daily papers in the 
city was supplied with carefully prepared matter to inform the voters, in 
a cumulative fashion.” High school boys carried map- and diagram-laden 
pamphlets door-to-door twice a week.9
McFarland knew that a great many of the people answering those doors 
or reading his articles were women. He worked closely in the Harrisburg 
campaign with women such as Mira Lloyd Dock, who had studied botany 
at the University of Michigan and was a staple of the central Pennsylvania 
lecture circuit. McFarland presented himself to women as an ally—a wise 
counselor who knew how the world worked and believed that women had 
a signifi cant role to play in it. He was a fi rm supporter of the munic-
ipal housekeeping brand of activism on the part of women, and it was 
through civic clubs, he hoped, that such housekeeping would take root. 
When experts like McFarland exercised social and political power in the 
early twentieth century, it was because they exhibited types of experience 
that were persuasive to the inexperienced (what the historian Peter Dear 
calls “culturally sanctioned” experience). Experts might stand alone as the 
voices to which others should listen, but their claims to expertise are always 
formed within a social context and tested among peers who judge their 
merits and help them build their reputations. For McFarland, the “force of 
accuracy and the grace of clear statement” convinced others that they were 
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in the presence of an expert. One of the peer groups that mattered most to 
his status was reform-minded women with organizational clout.10
His efforts on a local scale convinced McFarland that the public was 
a force that could be shaped by expert hands. “Public opinion in America 
is dominant,” he wrote in 1908, “and when aroused, restless.” The “cumu-
lative” approach adopted in Harrisburg was something that McFarland 
carried with him; he assumed that his readers were following along. And 
yet he found a pervasive political disengagement everywhere he looked. 
He diagnosed it as a problem inherent in a consumer society. McFarland’s 
goal was to mobilize professionals and use them as an “unconscious com-
bination of militant citizens.” The historian William Wilson found that 
McFarland and his fellow sponsors of the Harrisburg clean-up plan were 
middle-aged, educated, economic elites with a fi rm sense of class duties. 
McFarland’s politics were elitist; he was committed to preserving a power 
structure that doled out incentives to the masses. The urban professional 
class would be the force he used to make his ideas stick, and his rhetori-
cal power over them would build through explorations of places they had 
never experienced.11
Getting Acquainted
It was within this context that McFarland worked to establish himself 
as an expert. Both of his audiences—the decision makers and their con-
stituents—might embrace policy proposals that promised tangible benefi ts 
and carried the weight of experience. As McFarland noted privately in 
1915, he believed that he had the “welfare of the community and the 
nation at heart.” This was a simple way of describing the national goal 
that the ACA secretary Richard Watrous had announced three years ear-
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lier: an “atmosphere that makes for health, happiness, good citizen-
ship, and material prosperity.” McFarland had forged his reputation in the 
Harrisburg beautifi cation campaign. As he attempted to connect the city 
and the wild in the public imagination, however, his leisure time beyond 
the city increased in rhetorical signifi cance. The raw material of those 
efforts was McFarland’s time on the roads and trails of Pennsylvania’s wild 
spots. And so his project became the translation of one man’s private 
enjoyment of the outdoors into a widespread appreciation of nature.12
Class and gender privilege were vital to the assumed translatability of 
his vision; they allowed him to avoid too much scrutiny and to escape the 
question of why he, of all people, should be heeded. His professional life 
was launched from business connections within the Harrisburg Board of 
Trade, and he recognized the concerns of industrialists and other employ-
ers. The language he used in print and in person assumed the authoritative 
tone of a man who dined regularly with powerful men. He was a lei-
surely motorist, an ambitious photographer, and a studied woods rambler, 
a combination that depended on affl uence and male privilege. The money 
bought him access and his choice of paraphernalia. His involvement in 
enthusiast clubs—fraternities of technical ingenuity and gendered gate-
keeping—reinforced the claim that men could distinguish themselves from 
women by adopting a serious, regimented recreation style. The mysterious 
aura of legitimacy suggests how the printer from McAlisterville became 
the president of the American Civic Association. Dear argues that experts 
rely in part on an “unanalyzable residue of brute credibility” that can be 
maintained only through a collective willingness not to ask too many ques-
tions. Cross-examining experts to fi nd the limits of their experience ends 
up weakening their overall claim to expertise. McFarland worked himself 
into positions in which he determined the path and focus for others. He 
was used to having the last word.13
The gravity that he needed to speak to Board of Trade members joined 
with the conversational, yet omniscient, manner of the advice columnist 
to produce McFarland’s rhetorical approach. As he understood it, what 
was “good for America” was a mixture of commercial success and spiri-
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tual sustenance. When he titled his 1904 book Getting Acquainted with 
the Trees, “acquaintance” was an apt description of his goal. Visitors to the 
outdoors—read as middle-class men and women with enough aesthetic 
training to grasp his insights—would not develop a dependence on, nor 
even necessarily a close friendship with, the wilderness, but could get just 
enough of an experience to want more. A reviewer in St. Louis remarked 
that McFarland “chatted” his way through the book, and to welcome 
effect. “In lieu of getting acquainted with the trees themselves,” the 
reviewer noted, “getting acquainted with Mr. McFarland’s book is fairly 
pleasant.”14
Acquaintances came in many forms, but scenic roads and mountain 
enclaves were the two venues through which McFarland encouraged bud-
ding outdoors enthusiasts to become more familiar with nature. First, his 
plan was to shape the way in which motorists experienced the wild by 
easing them into it; rural roads that were maintained by the state could 
feature carefully managed fl ora to frame the road scenically. As the phys-
ical link from the city to the wild, scenic roads prepared urbanites for 
their experience of the woods. If designed correctly, roads could educate 
through the power of what he called “sightliness.” McFarland’s ideal was 
a natural area that looked natural, a place that had experienced human in-
tervention but hid it well. He liked to quote the author and photographer 
Wallace Nutting, who praised the Pennsylvania countryside as “never wild 
or terrible,” but consistently pleasant. The steady motion of automobile 
travel allowed the state’s rolling landscape to reveal itself, and McFarland 
believed that planned roadside nature was just as vital as the proverbial 
untouched forest.15
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At his most evangelical, McFarland used the concept of the road as a 
“well-ordered” museum that could educate the traveler about the worlds 
beyond the treeline. Outdoor attractions in the eastern highlands were, 
for him, the “great vistas . . . waterfalls . . . [and] picturesque roads,” all of 
which made it “worthwhile to go into the woods.” As important pieces of 
the experience of nature, roads had to meet certain aesthetic standards. He 
wanted to use state funds to line highways with plant life that “belonged” 
in the vicinity. In a Country Calendar article he criticized road maintenance 
offi cials for clearing the “more delicate and beautiful” plants and leaving 
behind “vigorous but really unpleasant weeds.” The notion of engineering 
naturalness along highways fi t his predilection for a thin layer of human 
order superimposed on areas that seemed otherwise untouched. He 
insisted that country roads needed footpaths built next to them as a way 
for the enlightened, enthusiastic public to travel “between farm and farm, 
or suburbs and open country, or even from town to town.” His plan was 
ambitious, to say the least; he predicted that state funding for footpaths 
would be repaid by mass use, yet he surely knew that the audience for 
long-distance trails was quite small in the 1920s. The footpaths he imag-
ined would wind their way along the natural contours of the land at a 
slight remove from the road, offering the walker an experience of the forest 
without the intrusion of close auto traffi c. Such a plan would help offset 
the “penalty on legs” issued by the automobile boom of the post–World 
War I era. For a car lover like McFarland, this was a way to fi nd a happy 
medium.16
His work on zoning boards encouraged him to apply emerging plan-
ning principles to country highways. “Public orderliness” in cities could be 
applied readily to the sparsely populated areas beyond. Like all other 
attempts to sculpt the environment in a democracy, McFarland 
explained to Harrisburg’s Rotary Club, zoning was necessary to allow 
experts to teach the public what was in their best interest. In order to 
keep the “pig out of the parlor,” he sought advice from people who were 
committed to a new era of thoroughfares. In 1920, McFarland consulted 
Philip Buttrick, a forester at the Michigan Agricultural College. Buttrick, 
who trained in the Yale Forest School a decade earlier, published an article 
in American City that echoed McFarland’s emphasis on using “enlightened 
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public sentiment” to pressure governments into investing in road beauti-
fi cation. Tree-lined ways, Buttrick believed, could transform Americans’ 
experience of movement through and between cities. McFarland pushed 
Buttrick to consider how the cosmetic improvement of highways fi t into 
a more ambitious project to reengineer the nation’s transportation system. 
At a time when car registrations were increasing and the national railroad 
system had lost whatever effectiveness it once had, McFarland predicted 
that roads would become the crucial element of American social and com-
mercial life.17
McFarland’s other medium for outdoor promotion was the place at 
which he spent the most time when not in Harrisburg: the mountain-
top borough of Eagles Mere. The history of the site as a resort began 
in the 1880s, when the land—a lake surrounded by dense forests—was 
purchased by a group of bankers and industrialists known as the Eagles 
Mere Syndicate. They built hotels, a bathing beach, docks, streets, and 
private cottages around the lake while marketing the site vigorously as 
a destination. McFarland arrived on the scene in the summer of 1897 
and traveled there most summers after that. The Chautauqua movement 
passed through Eagles Mere at the turn of the century, spurring further 
growth. The years around 1910 marked the time of greatest change, when 
the syndicate demolished the structures around the beach and moved 
them farther into the woods, to make an afternoon near the lake seem like 
time in deep wilderness. McFarland cited “world-traveled observers” who 
praised the lake’s border of “unspoiled primeval forest growth.” Eventually, 
McFarland hoped, the sunbather would see water, trees, and glimpses of 
a “dainty little tea-house toward the west, and just the tips of the other 
necessary buildings.” While the rest of the state had devolved into “ugli-
ness and wickedness by the sins of neglect and of greed,” the resort was 
engineered to recede into the past.18
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He gushed over the three road approaches to his mountain perch, view-
ing them as a key part of the aesthetic experience of a stay. From the east, 
travelers enjoyed a trip “reminiscent of Alpine journeys.” From the west, 
the trip from Williamsport featured the idyllic valley of Muncy Creek 
and a road surrounded by native fl ora. The approach from the northwest 
presented the motorist with mountain views “not excelled anywhere in 
America.” He gestured toward advertising the resort to the fi fteen million 
people he located within an overnight trip, yet he certainly did not want 
crowds to ascend to the mountaintop. Eagles Mere was a one-thousand-
acre site that comfortably fi t several hundred people at the height of the 
summer season. McFarland knew that a self-selection process would apply; 
only certain types of people read his articles or attended his talks, and only 
some of them were likely to visit. Who would appreciate Eagles Mere? 
People who were “not in love with noise and smoke and roar and racket.” 
This was elite signaling at its best, conveyed to people who mostly lived 
in noisy, smoky cities and understood a temporary escape from them as a 
matter of taste. Whereas the masses had their play-worlds on the coast or 
in the cities, discerning men and women took to the trees. As McFarland 
tried his hand at landscape architecture, zoning, botany, and boosterism 
between 1900 and 1925, he honed a voice to make people listen.19
Cars and Cameras
McFarland wanted people to mimic the aesthetic choices he made 
when he went to the woods. His reach for expertise relied upon his audi-
ence’s faith that he knew what he was doing, especially when it came to 
operating in the wild. Cars and cameras became crucial to teaching people 
how to see well outdoors. The machine in the garden did not seem the 
least bit incongruous to him. He pitched his command of technology as 
a general command of aesthetic ambience on the roads and in the woods 
of northern Pennsylvania. Both popular technologies required an atten-
tion to detail, which McFarland hinted was also the foundation of a way 
to appreciate the wild outdoors. His extraordinary focus, he showed, had 
been trained over a lifetime of travel, and cars and cameras offered tangible 
proof of his experience.20
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McFarland was an avid motorist, keeping meticulous records of his 
operating costs and distances traveled. He represented the fi rst generation 
of popular motorists, people who learned that driving required technical 
know-how and statistical precision. He liked to display his auto knowl-
edge, telling a federal offi cial in 1924 that he would save the government 
5.3 cents per mile if he took a train to Washington instead of driving. This 
kind of obsessive attention to detail carried into his presentation of nature. 
His talks were fi lled with references to exact mileages and driving direc-
tions. He believed that central Pennsylvania’s “scenic supremacy” came 
from its diverse collection of river valleys and mountain ridges. The valleys, 
gaps, passes, and headlands made the state unique, and it was from cars 
that most people would experience them. By 1920, as he reached his sixties, 
he was content to view nature from a distance, with a chauffeur to drive 
him around the state and a camera next to him. This seems the epitome 
of the systematized, “motorized recapturing of nature by the city-dweller,” 
yet the logic of the daring man behind the wheel remained. The roads 
between Harrisburg and Eagles Mere might have been improved by turn 
of the century, but there was still enough adventure on those paths to mark 
the drive to the mountains as a gendered domain of mastery.21
McFarland epitomized the male touring photographer who was 
mythologized by camera manufacturers in the early part of the century. 
These were the wealthy professionals who worked relentlessly in daily life 
and then broke away in fi ts of leisure. Eastman Kodak Company specifi -
cally targeted men “who own cars and have money in chunks.” The combi-
nation of car and camera made both the journeys and the images produced 
during them the prize of the privileged few. Eastman Kodak’s 1910 catalog 
of portable cameras featured fourteen pictures of people in automobiles, 
and in all of them, men drove the cars while women, if present, rode as 
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passengers. The company used the fantasy of men eternally behind the 
wheel to encourage purchases. It presumed that men would control the 
post-trip narration of the photographs as well. Eastman Kodak stressed 
the parallels between operating a car in the wild and learning the photo-
graphic process. In some of the promotional photos, men conferred while 
fi xing a tire or navigated their machines through diffi cult stream crossings. 
The catalog’s writer opened with the promise of the accelerated sublime, 
rooted in manly control: 
In front of you, a long white ribbon of road. Behind you, a white cloud 
of dust. On either side, fi elds, mountains, a river, a valley—the country 
passing by. Beneath your feet, an engine purring and gurgling, the hum of 
exhaust droning a low note of comfort. As the throttle creeps forward and 
the spark slowly advances, the hum rises an octave to the middle register; it 
sings of the pleasures of swift motion, the joy of the bouncing springs and 
the exhilaration of the soft air on your face. And then, as the engine picks 
up, the song skies to the upper register, higher and higher, until as the air 
meets your face in a wayward rush that beats at the eyes and all but pulls the 
breath from your body, it becomes a single screaming note.
Th is portrayal of physical sensation checked by sensible control featured 
prominently in McFarland’s thinking about technology in the outdoors.22
McFarland believed in the lasting power of scenic mobility. He nar-
rated specifi c trips along roads that lingered in his mind. In speeches and 
columns, he tried to convey his memories of special roads, like the “easy 
mountain road” beside railroad tracks that cut through viburnum “partic-
ularly characteristic” of an area. The experience of driving along a road 
through rhododendrons, pines, and hemlocks that “belonged there” struck 
him as a profound education. It was a tactile type of learning that made 
everything feel as if it was in its right place. The visual harmony of the 
moving scene had to be evident to his audience, but relatively few people 
would have been able to identify indigenous plants. That left experts like 
McFarland to make judgments on the right and wrong place for particular 
fl ora, and he was quick to declare only certain trees and shrubs as “worth-
while.” A kind of drive-through nature study could be had, as the speed 
afforded by modern cars and roads harmonized with the spectacle of engi-
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neered wildness. McFarland trained viewers in seeing more than they ever 
expected on the way to their destinations.23
McFarland considered often how natural scenes opened themselves up 
to viewers. Although he believed in the power of photographs to drive 
interest in beautiful places, he knew, too, that they could not capture the 
experience of being in a landscape. Popular images of the Alps and the 
Rockies, for instance, had convinced northeasterners that those mountain 
ranges defi ned majestic scenery. Not so fast, McFarland cautioned: “the 
impression of majestic height relates mostly to the position from which 
one sees the hills and mountains.” The Alps or Rockies might be high, but 
travelers who wanted to appreciate them found themselves too embedded 
in the landscape to perceive that elevation. Pennsylvanian mountains, on 
the other hand, were situated in ways that placed the majesty of the land-
scape on an ever-approaching horizon for the motorist. “There are points 
in Pennsylvania,” he noted, “looking from which the eye may rest upon 
true Alpine conditions, lacking only in summer the snow-covered sum-
mits.” When men pulled over at a wayside to let their passengers enjoy the 
view, they mimicked the production of scenery that McFarland modeled. 
Roadside vistas were gifts that cars gave to drivers and that drivers gave 
to their fellow travelers. Swift motion along narrow roads, too, created 
sensory experiences that passengers felt as much as saw. Cars, writes one 
historian of motoring, “gave back the foreground that had been lost by the 
train.” Even so, cameras could do only so much to capture the experience 
of trees fl ying by and the wind in one’s hair.24
The evolution of camera technology at the turn of the century meant 
that photographers with even meager experience could create more 
images in conditions that had previously made photography an ordeal. For 
those photographers who were not professionals, yet were also not rank 
amateurs, new vistas opened up. Photography was not yet ubiquitous in 
the early twentieth century; cameras were still expensive, and developing 
images required a specialist’s skills, or money to pay a specialist. The cam-
eras that emerged around the turn of the century, however, allowed people 
like McFarland to produce more images with less concern about cost and 
effort. In his twenties and thirties, McFarland joined the swelling ranks 
of American amateurs who fi rst gravitated to the smaller cameras with 
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dry gelatin plates of the 1880s and later to the more portable offerings 
of Eastman Kodak. Writers in Outing magazine praised the “beautifully 
light apparatus” for affording greater access to the outdoors, but they also 
criticized 90 percent of amateur snapshots as “simply worthless rubbish” 
because the photographers knew little. McFarland built his photographic 
know-how slowly to counteract the haste that he saw in too many fellow 
enthusiasts. His advice marked him as what John Stilgoe might label a 
“popular” photographer who knew the language of “serious” photogra-
phers. He was conversant with many techniques and understood how to 
use them to build relationships with viewers, but he did not rely on image 
making for his income or delve deeply into the chemistry of developing 
negatives. He referred to himself in 1909 as a “camera fi end,” and in the 
same year, Hampton’s Magazine listed photography as his leading hobby.25
By the turn of the century, McFarland thought through his cameras. 
He illustrated the view of photography as a “promiscuous way of seeing,” 
with the mobile technology propelling users to seek out and briefl y fi x-
ate on sights that they might otherwise ignore. In this mode, journeys 
become shaped by the obligations introduced by the camera—there are 
sights that simply must be captured. McFarland pressured himself to 
deliver scenes to his audience of prospective travelers. His approach to 
image making echoed the methods of the pioneering landscape photogra-
phers of a generation before who had used pictures of western mountains 
to entice the public and index the outdoors. William Henry Jackson’s 
emphasis on capturing Yellowstone scenes that seemingly “demanded” to 
be photographed—and his recognition that he was the fi rst person to have 
captured them in that way—was similar to the motivation that McFarland 
found along the roads and in the woods.26
McFarland was a devotee of the stereopticon, a projection device used 
in illustrated lectures. In 1898 he discussed plans to buy a $250 stereopti-
con for a Harrisburg Sunday school that would be used for public lectures 
during the week. Images could educate, he told Mira Lloyd Dock, and his 
goal was to “keep on increasing the information and intelligence of our 
people by the use of the lantern.” From that point on, he trained himself to 
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create lantern slides. His widely traveled lectures from the 1910s and 1920s 
rotated through hundreds of his Eagles Mere slides alone. The slideshows 
were meant to test the limits of photography. When natural scenes were 
the focus of a photographer’s work, there was always the threat that they 
would underwhelm the viewer. In terms of size, color, fl atness, and degree 
of detail, prints struggled against limitations that negated the deep, 
expansive sensations one felt within a forest. The experience of nature was 
elusive; many who wrote about the outdoors at that time noted that their 
sensations were diffi cult to translate for those not present. The naturalist 
John Muir faced this when he wrote about the mountains of the American 
West. He strained to convert the sublimity of his experiences into the 
beauty that magazine and newspaper readers seemed to want. Camera 
manufacturers made this diffi culty part of their sales strategy and tried to 
convince consumers that pictures could become their personal memories, 
pleasant to others, perhaps, but never truly shared.27
Slide shows could retrieve some of the outdoor spectacle through 
enlargement, coloring, and, of course, expert narration. There was an art 
to these shows, as well as a commercial aspect. Lecture bureaus in cities 
across the United States rented slides and scripts to consumers who wanted 
to put up shows for guests in their own homes. An excellent illustrated 
lecture aimed to transport the audience to the site, a feat that could be 
hard to accomplish due to the hardware at the venues in which McFarland 
spoke. Photo-Era editors spoke directly to people like McFarland in 1911 
when they offered a litany of complaints from the viewpoint of the lecture 
audience: cracked slides created prism effects, poorly focused stereopticons 
made viewers squint, slides that were too big jammed in the carriage, 
unevenly lit screens produced unwanted shadows, and fi nger prints on 
slides ruined the illusion of being in a landscape.28
McFarland was encouraged in his presentation efforts by his Eagles 
Mere neighbor William Simon, a chemist from Baltimore. By the time 
of his death in 1916, Simon had mastered the technical side of color pho-
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tography and was recognized as one of the leading American practitioners 
of the innovative Lumière process. Using special plates coated in potato 
starch, the Lumière “autochome” produced images that were impressive 
renditions of landscape scenes. Simon introduced the technique to the 
Engineers’ Club of Central Pennsylvania in 1908 as a seismic shift for 
photography. He was remembered by the National Cyclopaedia of American 
Biography as the only man of his time who had photographed a rainbow 
accurately. Ads for McFarland’s printing company boasted that his staff 
had been the fi rst Americans to produce autochromes in November 1907 
and that the results were “simply astonishing.” He slowly found that they 
were of variable use in lectures. Although McFarland called autochromes 
“perfect color memoranda” in 1909, after a decade of using them he knew 
that the intensity of light needed to project the color images was hard to 
come by.29
When McFarland summarized his expert vision in the woods 
as advice for novices, he presented two related principles. First, he argued 
that true understanding came when viewers controlled their ambitions. 
They should not try to take in too much at once, he counseled, but limit their 
view to discrete elements in their turn. How did amateur woods walkers 
know what to look at or what to take a picture of? Their focus should stay 
on specifi c items—the “jewels of nature” as McFarland presented them 
over the decades. Visitors to the woods should attend to a lone hemlock 
casting its shadow on a hill or a single bluebell working its way out of the 
underbrush. Even visitors at overlooks must concentrate on one aspect 
of the scene. They should focus, McFarland advised, on the foreground 
at the expense of the background. When taking photographs, this meant 
“subduing the importance” of the background with lenses that produced 
a pleasant haze surrounding the object. This generally went against the 
advice of professionals, who recommended that photographers allow ele-
ments of the natural background to “assert themselves,” instead of making 
them soft, unfocused canvases. Not for McFarland; when taking pictures 
or simply walking, he meant to maintain control. A stroll through the 
woods brought with it a strong sense of duty.30
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Second, he voiced one of the most calculated explanations of the pic-
turesque mode of viewing landscape in his accompanying rule. When 
instructing how to take a good photo of a tree, McFarland urged readers 
to treat everything in the scene that was not the tree itself as a “landscape 
accessory.” Scenes could be composed in a photograph or assembled in 
one’s mind by mixing and matching these accessories, walking around to 
include some in the frame and exclude others. Everything was a surface 
to McFarland, and so the difference between good images and bad images 
was not determined by how they commented on nature, but by how they 
refl ected beauty. Thinking of nature as a series of landscape accessories 
was symptomatic of a “masculinist” tradition in geographic and environ-
mental thought that emphasized indexing and altering the outdoors. In 
this tradition, nature existed for human benefi t, and reworking it to get 
one’s desired result was the most appropriate form of engagement with it. 
In addition to patience, what the woods walker needed was “intelligent, 
and not arbitrary or didactic art training.” If travelers allowed someone 
like McFarland to teach them about visual forms, they could manipulate 
landscape accessories at will. If we hold McFarland to his own rules about 
framing the natural world—following along as he tried to create lasting 
pictures instead of what he dismissed as “mere photographs”—we can 
glimpse expertise in the making. Each of the following images built his 
repertoire of experiences offered to his audiences of “militant citizens.” 
Each told people what to expect and what was expected of them.31
Many of McFarland’s photos showed scenic views from roadways, with 
the road as a key part of the composition. These images encouraged audi-
ence members to imagine themselves on a motor tour and simulated his 
assumed stance of a city dweller. An image from August 1916 captured this 
style (Fig. 1). Taken fi ve miles north of Eagles Mere on a dirt road above 
Loyalsock Creek, the autochrome shows three men touring the highlands 
with an automobile. One of the men sits in the car, while the other two 
have gotten out to look at the town of Forksville in the distance. One of 
the standing men holds his hands to his face, suggesting that he is looking 
at the scene through viewing glasses. The town sits in the creek valley, and 
three overlapping mountains lead the viewer’s gaze into the distance. 
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Conventional picturesque landscape scenes placed an observer at a 
vista in the immediate foreground, allowing the viewer of the image to 
share in the perspective of the person at the site. To take this photograph, 
McFarland moved far enough away from the trio that the resulting image 
was as much about them embedded in the landscape as it was about the 
view that they took in. The situation he sought was this encounter 
between attentive tourists and the pleasant country. Locating the car in 
the middle distance allowed McFarland to highlight the vegetation lin-
ing the road as well as the trees and fi elds in the valley below. This image 
would have worked well as a part of his scenic preservation lectures; it 
encouraged viewers to imagine not only the scenery of such a drive, but 
also the thrill of the journey. McFarland rated the Loyalsock corridor’s 
views as some of the best in the nation.
The photo from the road outside Forksville performed further alter-
ations to picturesque standards. Art critics and naturalists alike had tradi-
tionally treated the picturesque as a means through which women engaged 
with nature. In a hierarchy of sensibilities and artistic styles, photographic 
tastemakers considered the interpretation of nature as pleasant and orderly 
Fig. 1. Loyalsock Road. Manuscript Group 85, J. Horace McFarland Papers 
Lantern Slides. Courtesy of Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, 
Pennsylvania State Archives.
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to be less intellectually demanding than treatments that highlighted the 
natural world’s indifferent power, overwhelming size, and routine violence. 
The “higher” levels of outdoor perception, especially versions of the natu-
ral sublime, were the domain of men. When McFarland took such a pic-
ture, then, he literally illustrated his attempt to get more Pennsylvanians 
thinking about the prettiness of their state as an asset. This included a pro-
fessional class of city-dwelling men. The men above Forksville illustrated 
a movement that fascinated McFarland: shifting back and forth from the 
wild abandon of cars to the solemnity of the roadside. A. H. Beardsley, the 
editor of Photo-Era’s “Crucible” department for savvy technicians, 
observed in late 1919, “It is astonishing to note the number of amateur 
photographers who fail to use automobile-trips to photographic advan-
tage.” Beardsley shared with McFarland a consumer’s mentality, through 
which any drive became a chance to “obtain much valuable picture-ma-
terial.” He warned readers that if they were passengers, and not behind 
the wheel, they would contend with the driver’s zeal to complete the trip 
as quickly as possible. McFarland recognized “picture-material” when he 
saw it. He subdued the background of the image by making the men, the 
Fig. 2. Road from Laporte. Manuscript Group 85, J. Horace McFarland Papers 
Lantern Slides. Courtesy of Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, 
Pennsylvania State Archives.
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car, and the brush surrounding them the most defi ned part of the scene; 
everything beyond them was softened.32
A second McFarland slide, when placed alongside the view above 
Forksville, highlights the gender conventions at play in roadside view-
ing. McFarland took this image on the same motor tour in August 1916, 
several miles to the southeast of Eagles Mere (Fig. 2). The photograph 
shows a view of the Muncy Creek valley toward the southwest, with North 
Mountain cutting in from the left of the frame and a series of rolling hills 
and ridges receding into a white haze. This second autochrome relied on 
a fair amount of “printing in” clouds during development to give the sky 
an attractive depth. The site, known locally as Fiester’s View, was named 
for the Fiester family, who lived in the farmhouse shown in the middle 
distance. To the right of the house, in the shade of a stand of trees, sits 
an automobile with two almost imperceptible male fi gures standing by it. 
Closer to the camera, along the dirt road that drops down the hill toward 
Sonestown, another man stands and looks toward the view. Apart from 
the panorama itself, the other focal point of the photograph is the trio 
of women in the foreground, backs to the camera, surveying the scene 
before them. It is likely that the car that brought them there was behind 
McFarland, at a makeshift parking area already worn in by motorists.33
The most noticeable difference between McFarland’s techniques in the 
two images is his positioning of the surrogate viewers. The men above 
Forksville and the women at Fiester’s View stood in for the audience 
members who viewed the images during McFarland’s illustrated presen-
tations. The women’s status in the image diverges from the men’s in terms 
of their relative inaction. McFarland clearly posed the women in a way 
that was not evident in the fi rst image. They stand several yards away from 
the road, in a spot that gained them no scenic advantage but that allowed 
McFarland to adopt his favorite “over the shoulder” effect. The women 
are positioned in the foreground, whereas the men in the previous image 
are far enough away from the viewer to make their activities part of the 
composition. The absence of the car from the second image contributes to 
this effect, naturalizing the presence of the women in a way that the pre-
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vious image did not. Though their dress does not inscribe them with rural 
status, the women look like landscape accessories. Audiences were meant 
to imagine the men in the fi rst photograph dismounting from the automo-
bile, grabbing their fi eld glasses, examining details in the landscape, and 
then continuing on their way. The women at Fiester’s View, on the other 
hand, are mere models for the art of looking.
With persistence and hardy tires, travelers on the roads near Forksville 
or Sonestown eventually came to Eagles Mere. In addition to the lake, the 
clean air, and the genteel company, McFarland argued that the woods sur-
rounding the resort were the prime attraction. An image that McFarland 
captioned Woods View (Fig. 3) demonstrated his vision of nature as a 
source of psychic rejuvenation. He took the photo in the woods around 
Eagles Mere in 1907. The hemlocks surrounding the lake, he wrote the 
following summer, gave a “good forest color.” In his association of trees 
with the spectacle that they afforded the observer, McFarland joined a 
long aesthetic tradition that valued the orderly and delightful visual fi eld. 
Order emerged in black and white slides through the rendering of light 
and shadow. McFarland likely shot this image from the Laurel Path, a 
walking trail that had circled the lake since the previous decade. Turning 
to the side and shooting low through the trees, McFarland captured the 
dense underbrush of mountain laurel and ferns that covered much of the 
northern Appalachian highlands. Though the photo was not a traditional 
picturesque scene with a distant horizon, it contained a central pictur-
esque element. McFarland framed the scene with tree trunks that formed 
a doorway into the forest. These trunks provide a sense of depth to a photo 
that consists almost entirely of foreground. Viewers’ eyes likely moved to 
the space between the trunks, imagining a trail among the brush that was 
not actually there.34
Walking trails around the lake and into the woods helped foster a 
sensation of timelessness. On new trails that McFarland helped build in 
1909 and 1910, guests could commune with scenery without needing the 
“mountain legs and mountain lungs” of the “hardy man.” The Arrow Paths, 
groomed, blazed with arrows, and posted with regular signs, opened up the 
woods to women and anyone else who sought “safety, convenience, and 
beauty.” McFarland touted the individual sites reachable via these routes, 
such as the unusual Eagle Rocks or Moosehead Passage, as the “best of 
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the virgin forest.” He liked to think of the resort as “shut in” by trees that 
had survived since the age of Columbus. The gently graded foot paths 
allowed even casual travelers to see these sights, but as of the 1920s, few 
people had actually visited Eagles Mere. Woods View depicted the pleas-
ant emptiness that McFarland used as part of his claim to expertise. The 
solitary trip into the wilderness was a powerful motif for him, despite his 
tendency after 1900 to visit Eagles Mere with family, friends, or his chauf-
feur. While the crowds splashed on the beach or dawdled on the dock, 
McFarland knew, the individual could break away to play at isolation. The 
blunt caption suggested the type of narrow focus that the walker adopted 
when even mid-distance views were obscured. Thinking of the landscape 
as a collection of accessories, McFarland found an angle that combined old 
trees, young trees, ferns, and broken sightlines extending into the forest. In 
Fig. 3. Woods View. Manuscript Group 85, J. Horace McFarland Papers 
Lantern Slides Courtesy. of Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, 
Pennsylvania State Archives.
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a 1906 article in Outlook magazine, he called this process “hunting in the 
May woods.”35 
Woods View functioned as the “before” shot to the “after” image provided 
by another Eagles Mere photograph. To capture Lake View, McFarland 
stood on the boardwalk that led to the north end of the lake and aimed 
his camera south, toward the shoreline (Fig. 4). This was his own corner 
of Eagles Mere, where he owned a cottage (“Bide-a-Wee”) and spent most 
of his time while on site. McFarland followed the advice of photography 
magazines in displacing the path in the frame, drawing the viewer’s eye 
along it instead of allowing it to cut the scene in half. The middle ground 
of the image was most in focus here, with the foreground trees blurry and 
Fig. 4. Lake View. Manuscript Group 85, J. Horace McFarland Papers Lantern 
Slides. Courtesy of Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, 
Pennsylvania State Archives.
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the distant lake indistinct in the summer light. Light and shadow mattered 
more than natural detail in a composition like this.36
The boardwalk in Lake View fulfi lls a similar function to the pathless 
space between the trees in Woods View; both beckon the viewer forward. 
The journey in Lake View, however, would have offered none of the 
adventure that waited in the mountain forests. The boardwalk was part 
of what McFarland praised as sensible construction at the resort. It rep-
resented the “simple best of civilization” that made life easy—but not too 
easy—at Eagles Mere. A humble walkway accentuated the aesthetics of 
the site, whereas the “boardwalky stuff ” at popular spots such as Coney 
Island or Atlantic City obliterated their respective scenes. In this photo-
graph, McFarland hoped to show off the boardwalk, to boast of the “New 
Eagles Mere” that was built after 1910. However, he did not caption the 
image with an eye toward the walkway, but instead stressed what the visi-
tor saw from the walkway. Whereas Woods View is almost nothing but the 
woods, the lake is hardly visible in Lake View. It is “subdued” as part of 
the background. Here was an approximation of the photographer’s daily 
routine, walking from his house each morning to see the lake, chat to fel-
low residents, and fi gure out what to do with his day. The photo allowed 
McFarland to bring his audience further into his world, to recreate the 
experiences that made an eye trained for the outdoors.
Indeed, more often than he created views conveying pristine nature, 
McFarland attempted to model visitors’ interaction with the mountain 
woodland. These were his most tourist-friendly images, ones that converted 
the forests of Sullivan County into the specifi c scenic spots that became 
part of the “Sullivan Highlands” in semipopular parlance. Shanersburg 
View, an autochrome taken in 1911 (Fig. 5) exhibits this mode of imagery. 
In this picture, a young girl stands with her back to the camera at the edge 
of a dense stand of shrubs and trees that mark the slope of a hill. She looks 
over them, toward the eastern horizon. In the distance sits a hazy forest 
punctuated by Shanersburg Run. The girl lifts a hand to her face, shading 
her eyes from the day’s brightness or perhaps holding fi eld glasses. The 
slide contrasts the girl’s white dress with varying shades of green and gray. 
McFarland’s technical mastery of outdoor photography is on display here. 
He avoids the most common mistake made when photographing from 
vistas; by using the appropriate light fi lter, he achieved a pleasant contrast 
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between the sky and foreground, so that neither of them dominate the 
other.37
An image like this reveals McFarland’s true colors as a scenery enthu-
siast. His fellow outdoors promoters tended to present the woods as a liv-
ing interconnected system rather than an array of ornaments. McFarland 
was in it for the individual sights that he could photograph, fi guratively 
crossing them off of his master list. He recognized his “heresy” in using 
wide-angle lenses when photographing landscape, but he defended his 
choice as a painter might. In his photography guidebook from 1911, he 
was careful to distinguish his style of image making from that of other 
photographers who happened to be outdoors. His work, he stressed, was 
“decorative photography,” a catchall phrase for imagery that emphasized 
form and composition over the workings of the natural world. A wide-
angle lens allowed him to get more background in the frame, but he never 
meant the background to be anything but a hazy set in front of which his 
Fig. 5. Shanersburg View. Manuscript Group 85, J. Horace McFarland Papers 
Lantern Slides. Courtesy of Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, 
Pennsylvania State Archives.
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subjects sat. Those foreground subjects—fl owering trees, beds of laurel, 
girls in white dresses—could be presented to lay audiences as examples of 
the highlights of a drive or walk.38
By contrast, the men who wrote to photography magazines seemed 
intent on patrolling the border between serious photographs and pretty 
pictures. The former were made with expert ability and mechanical pre-
cision before the shutter opened, whereas the latter were doctored after 
the exposure had been made. One writer to Photo-Era complained that 
too many images that were celebrated by art galleries displayed a “lack of 
technical knowledge or power of execution by photographic means.” They 
were pleasant, yes, but they were also “half-breed paintings.” The argu-
ment was mirrored in the magazine’s monthly features for two distinct sets 
of readers. The male-edited “Crucible” column provided a “monthly digest 
of facts for practical workers,” such as the chemistry behind photography 
and mechanical processes. “The Round Robin Guild,” on the other hand, 
was edited by women during the same period and was presented to an 
amateur audience assumed to have a good number of women within it. This 
column considered the effects of the seasons on photography, the basics of 
developing prints, and tips for winning photo competitions. Many writers 
in the national photography press followed the example of W. S. Lee, who 
masculinized the technical side of photography when he wrote in 1919 
that “some shoot well and others shoot often, but most fail to shoot hard 
enough to make a sure killing.”39
Although McFarland used his share of hunting metaphors when writing 
about outdoor photography, he had no qualms about embellishing images 
to generate the desired effect. He criticized “fake color reproductions,” but 
he knew how to use the autochrome development process to highlight 
selected elements and diminish others. Of the images discussed so far, 
Shanersburg View conforms most to the ideals of the picturesque. In it, 
McFarland places viewers over the shoulder of a surrogate, omits evidence 
of how she arrived at the spot, and directs the image’s perspective through 
a window framed by trees and bushes. The scene aided McFarland’s praise 
of Eagles Mere as a tasteful family resort, thus the picturesque elements of 
a tinted sky and a natural “window” onto the horizon were certainly worth 
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stressing. The image also models the type of reverence before nature that 
he preached throughout his career of scenic preservation. To reach this 
remote spot on the trail required effort, and the girl’s reverent demeanor 
suggests that she recognized the beauty before her to be worth the trip. 
McFarland posed her in the same overt style that he used in the photo of 
Fiester’s View. Standing on a rock in the middle of nowhere, the girl is a 
pupil in a veritable outdoor aesthetics lesson taught by the man with the 
camera. The artist’s implicit claim is that the girl could receive the aesthetic 
message that the scene offered—presumably because of her company at 
the overlook. In naming the image Shanersburg View, McFarland heralded 
the process by which a nondescript spot to the east of Eagles Mere became 
part of a constellation of branded, signed, and mapped sites in an elite 
tourist landscape. McFarland named many similar vistas between 1900 
and 1920, using specifi c names to entice his peers onto trails and direct 
their experience once they were lured in.40
A final image from McFarland’s collection suggests the type 
of immersion in the landscape that the young girl could not hope to 
achieve. Captioned Primeval Forest, the image showed what it was like to 
be in the general vicinity of the previous photo, but down in the depths of 
Shanersburg Run, instead of viewing it from above (Fig. 6). In this com-
position, three men stand in the bed of the creek, with bags and canteens 
slung around their necks and walking sticks in hand. One of them leans 
against a fallen tree that serves as a focusing device for McFarland. The 
composition is one of his standard types: rocks and branches in the fore-
ground give way to diagonals of terrain in the middle distance, receding 
to a lighter background that is more suggested than depicted. The trees, 
bending their way upward from the steep slope, are McFarland’s joy, the 
“primeval forest” that he drove for hours and lugged camera equipment to 
capture. A working lumber camp was located within a mile of this spot, 
but the image portrays an untouched wilderness. Only the presence of the 
men and the impression of a walking path leading from the bottom-right 
corner of the frame interrupt the scene. The “interior” quality of the pic-
ture, with its greens, browns, and grays, reinforces McFarland’s observa-
tion that there are no “pure” colors in nature. The autochrome comes close 
to depicting what the eye would have perceived: the muted, shady atmo-
sphere at the bottom of Shanersburg Run.41
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Primeval Forest shows men at ease within a landscape instead of 
beholding it from afar. They have gotten to the bottom of things, as it 
were, and for a while there are no more spectacles to appraise. The pho-
tographer makes their pause in the creek bed a subject of interest, and the 
discrepancy in size between the men and their surroundings conveys the 
scale of the woods and the possibility of quiet moments in every dip. The 
forest does not appear large enough, however, to evoke the God-fearing 
emotions usually associated with the sublime. This is the “woodsy” forest, 
a term McFarland used to defi ne city dwellers’ estimation of a forested 
area that looked right. It plays the part of stately backdrop for men’s actions. 
They had gotten themselves there, and they would soon hike back out, 
reaching the comforts of the resort well before dinner was served at the 
Forest Inn. McFarland, too, had shouldered his equipment down the trail 
to this site. The logistical ordeal of photography did not dictate a purely 
functional style, but rather contributed to a tendency of “probing, analyz-
ing, and active observing” in the outdoors. McFarland portrayed himself 
as a master of this trinity, using patient contemplation to build a visual 
vocabulary. In this, he was in line with the photography columnists who 
Fig. 6. Primeval Forest. Manuscript Group 85, J. Horace McFarland Papers 
Lantern Slides. Courtesy of Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, 
Pennsylvania State Archives.
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encouraged woods walkers to stop and study their surroundings, to avoid 
the tug of the trail before them and stay in one spot for as long as it took 
to make an excellent image. The fi gures in the image certainly could have 
been women; McFarland wrote of taking female companions deep into the 
woods to see sights. But the logic of the picture worked better with men 
playing the roles of explorers. They had worked hard to reach a special 
spot, and they deserved a rest.42
Club-like, Yet Democratic: McFarland and Expertise
If McFarland liked to talk often about the photographs hanging on 
his offi ce walls, there was another detail of his mountain experience that 
he shared frequently with readers and listeners. When he stayed at Eagles 
Mere for days or weeks on end, he lived in a cozy cabin whose front door 
had a sturdy lock on it. He never used the key, however, for his time in 
the mountains was an idyll that would never be broken by such things as 
burglary. Likewise, when he used the bathhouse on Lake Eagles Mere, 
he never secured his valuables before launching his boat into the water or 
lazing on the beach. One did not need to consider such things. When he 
searched for terms to describe the social atmosphere at Eagles Mere, as 
he did in an article for Suburban Life in 1908, he settled on “club-like, yet 
democratic.”43 The people who frequented the resort were of a type—the 
type with wealth and decorum. 
McFarland exhibited the inherent elitism of wilderness advocacy in the 
early twentieth century. His defi nitions and appreciation of wild areas was 
predicated on the availability of solitude, which required limiting devices 
to keep the masses out of the woods. The most common limiting devices 
were cost and accessibility. McFarland wrote about Eagles Mere for peo-
ple who could afford Eagles Mere. His carefree trust in his fellow visitors 
would have collapsed if the site had become truly popular. He complained 
in a 1928 radio address about the “ravages” of “piratical tourists.” Likewise, 
when he promoted footpaths along country roads as a democratic device, 
engineered for “citizens and taxpayers” who were unable to “travel on 
the wings of an explosion motor,” he never explained the logistics of the 
dream. He must have recognized that long-distance trips on foot by signif-
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icant numbers of people were a fanciful vision, yet it did not stop him from 
speaking about new road and trail systems as if their value was indisput-
able. The result of this way of thinking was that if the wild was preserved, 
then it was preserved for the very type of people who relied professionally 
and economically on the commercial metropolis. The mountains became a 
getaway for white-collar urbanites.44
There was another aspect to the “club-like, yet democratic” descriptor. 
McFarland wrote in 1908 that the woods around Eagles Mere were always 
there, “ready to make [him] over.” The rejuvenation that he thought possi-
ble from walking through the woods was a scenic therapy for people who 
lived out of touch with the natural world. In his hundreds of illustrated 
lectures, McFarland presented the eastern highlands as a setting, an out-
door stage on which outsiders performed in prescribed ways. The setting 
was both natural and man-made, yet McFarland, like many outdoor pop-
ularizers, imagined that the mountains were empty. There were no locals 
there, no one to offer competing interpretations of wild landscapes. And 
so the Appalachian setting was a place for outsiders to put their commer-
cialized lives in context by encountering scenic beauty. McFarland imag-
ined that people who followed his advice would fi nd the mountains “so 
perfectly natural and “woodsy.” Whereas foresters or botanists would have 
scoffed at an uncritical conception of “woodsiness” (or his related notion 
of “sightliness”), McFarland embraced it. His favorite spots represented 
not wilderness, but rather wilderness imprinted with roads, cars, cameras, 
cabins, paths, and expert advice on how to use them all correctly.45
McFarland’s direct infl uence on his audiences is diffi cult to measure. 
His professional reputation as an expert on scenery survived well into the 
1920s, when he adopted a less demanding work schedule and 
devoted himself to his home garden in Harrisburg. By this point, the City 
Beautiful impulse had come and gone. The ACA may have paid a price for 
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McFarland’s commandeering of the spotlight. Throughout his presidency, 
the group had a skeleton staff and a modest membership, and the thou-
sands of small civic groups throughout the nation found it easy to engage 
or disengage with the ACA at will. The result was an “ephemeral, indistinct 
air” to the ACA, which was not helped by the professionalization of city 
planning in the 1910s. Planners soon worked directly with municipal gov-
ernments, cutting out cultured, connected elites who excelled at working 
as middlemen. The type of physical access and mobility that McFarland 
relied on to project expertise became simultaneously more attainable by 
middle-class Americans and less compelling as a source of authority.46
Nonetheless, for at least a decade, McFarland was in the driver’s seat of 
the scenic preservation movement in the United States. He knew enough 
about horticulture to grow roses and identify plants and trees. He knew 
enough about aesthetics to speak to civic groups about what was pleas-
ant in the world. Yet, his expertise was not in either of those fi elds, but 
in the translation of them to a middle-class public and the fostering of a 
democratic feel to a decidedly club-like set of preoccupations. The per-
ceived purity and incompleteness of remote places such as Eagles Mere 
was the key to this claim of expertise. For McFarland, it was not a matter 
of Cronon’s “bipolar moral scales,” which judge the tree in the wilder-
ness more favorably than the tree in the city park. Nor was it an escape 
from history, for McFarland believed that what had been made by humans 
could be remade. In his mobile logic, Eagles Mere needed the city as much 
as the city needed Eagles Mere—and everyone needed him, because he 
had the trained eye. His audiences might put themselves in his shoes, so 
to speak, as he walked in the woods. Marginal places like the northern 
tier of Pennsylvania, when viewed from Harrisburg, were useful to experts 
such as McFarland because of their marginality. Elite preservationists 
conveyed a perception of the woods as a hypothetical destination worth 
guarding. The people might pursue it because they were convinced by men 
like McFarland, but they might also never make the trip, secure in the 
knowledge that someone had already gone there for them.47
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